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July 12
(Tue)

Morning: Cardiology
Many dogs with problem in mitral valve. Learned how to identify systolic
July 13
(Wed)

murmur (palpable in femoral artery) from diastolic murmur (impalpable)
If the protocol does no harm to the animal, important to keep on going.
Have to practice NOW not later.
Afternoon: Neurology
Watching hemi laminectomy (L4~6) in a retriever
Morning: Cardiology
Congenital Patent ductus arteriosus, could not do surgery so treated by

July 14
(Thu)

medical care. Did inquiry and general physical examinations in 2 mitral
valve patient(Revisit)
Many dogs with problem in nutrition
Afternoon: Neurology
Dogs with epilepsy, DJD, GME, MG
Morning: feline practice
Many cats with FeLV, FIV which is not common in Japan. Only can treat

July 15
(Fri)

for pain, is important to inform the owner.
Learned how to exam cat’s general physical condition, dehydration. Had
homework to list up the cause of Polyuria and Polydipsia, how to control
chronic kidney disease and why hyperphosphatemia happens.

July 16
(Sat)

July 17
(Sun)
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July 18
(Mon)

July 19
(Tue)
Asalha Bucha

July 20
(Wed)

Morning: Gastroenterology, Dog with emphysema liver (air in Gall Bladder
or hepatic duct) maybe caused by gas-producing bacteria. Dog had
July 21
(Thu)

antibiotic, but no improvement. Cholecystectomy was needed because of
the abdominal pain, activation of dog decrease.
Afternoon: OPD, 1.Dog with nasal discharge, coughing, sneezing. Prescript
antibiotics and steroid. 2. Dog with left half paralysis. Cause maybe
traumatic or parasitic. Prescript anti-parasite and anti-inflammation.
Ophthalmology, did general examination from Schirmer Tear Test, menace

July 22
(Fri)

test, palpebral test, dazzle test, slit lamp test, fundus examination,
Fluorescein staining. Dog with Keratoconjunctivitis sicca, cataract,
glaucoma was common. Dog with phthisis bulbi , iris atrophy were rare
case.
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July 23
(Sat)

July 24
(Sun)

Morning: Radiology
Since the teachers had an assembly, we could not do practice on schedule,
July 25
(Mon)

which had a little problem in dividing the group in two. :The teacher told
us in detail even they had many patients in the morning and had very little
time.
Afternoon: Urology
Learned more about chronic kidney diseases.
Morning: Exotics

July 26
(Tue)

Had no case for one hour
Afternoon: Radiolory, Urology
Had no case in Radiology, so went to Urology

Morning: Endoscopy and Rehabilitation
No case in Endo, so watched Lateral Suture operation and conjunctival
flap operation. Very interesting because you cannot have a chance to see
conjunctival flap using amnion. In rehab, we saw many machines for
July 27
(Wed)

rehabilitation of the function of body.
Afternoon: Radiation
Two group joined together, but still no case but Thai students took grate
care of us and asked the teacher to show some of the rare cases.
In this three days we had difficulty in finding what to do, but the Thai
students and teachers always had the enthusiasm to teach and help us
study
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OPD
Dr. Gunn explained us many not only about the cases but also about
July 28
(Thu)

attitudes how we should think and work as an internal medical vet.
Since the environment in Thai is quite different compared to Japan, the
way doctors deals with the patients were different.
OPD

July 29
(Fri)

Two revisit cases. Was good to see the outcome of the treatment you did
the other day.
Found out that my handwriting was horrible on the paper.

July 30
(Sat)

July 31
(Sun)

Urology
We saw the hemodialysis equipment. It could be better if we had a case
Aug 1
（Mon）

using the machine. I had a chance to re-check the case I saw before and it
wasn’t getting well as I expected. I learned how hard to maintain Chronic
Kidney diseases. We had only few case in the afternoon so we were taught
about hypoglycemia.
Radiation

Aug 2
(Tue)

We’ve already been in the Radiology unit, so we were used to the schedule.
Doctor taught us how to do ultrasound which was the best experience in
the unit
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Neuology
We changed units with different team because they hadn’t been to the
Aug 3

cardiology unit we should go this morning. I hope this wouldn’t happen

(Wed)

again. First we were planning to go to Endoscopy, but they had case in the
afternoon so Dr Nirut told us to join his unit. He told many about spinal
cord.
Morning: Gastroenterology
Changed units because of same reason. The doctor had man cases and

Aug 4

could not understand the history of the patient, but she explained

(Thu)

everything after she finished with the patients.
Afternoon: Feline Medicine
Worked with Kik sensei, our senior of toudai surgery lab.
Morning: Feline medicine
Dr Panpicha had a case which summarizes all of our study we had done
during the internal medicine practice

Aug 5
(Fri)

I had great time working with Dr Panpicha and Dr Kik and want to thank
them a lot, and of cores all of the teachers, students, assistants whom
helped me during practice.
I had a wonderful experience I probably could not have in Japan.
Thank you for all the efforts and kindness they gave to me and would like
to pay it forward.

Aug 6
(Sat)

Aug 7
(Sun)

Orthopedics
Aug 8
（Mon）

First day for surgery, we were made to wait for about an hour to start the
orientation, which was too long to wait early in the morning.Thai students
were very kind to us.
The report form was not ready
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Second day for Orthopedics
Aug 9
(Tue)

Felt sorry for the thai student to ask her translate everything in English.
Also had difficulty in my technical terms as usual.
Dr Wijit took us to badminton again, had very good time

Third day of Orthopedic
Aug 10
(Wed)

Presentation and question in the morning and Round table discussion was
in Thai and gave up asking Thai students to translate it all.

Fourth day of Orthopedic
Could see the TPLO which was a good experience for me
Aug 11
(Thu)

Teacher and students helped me a lot to understand the procedure
Had intern presentation in afternoon. Wish I brought my glasses because
I was far from screen and all in Thai again
Move to Hua Hin in the evening

Aug 12
(Fri)
The Queen's
Birthday

OPD in Hua Hin
Very nice place. Few case because of the bombing.
Dr Consac greeted us, and took grate care for us. We thank him and his
staff for their hospitality.

OPD in Hua Hin
Aug 13
(Sat)

Still few case. One surgery case canceled probably from the bombing.
Worked in the CCU, mainly changing the dressing of chronic wounds.
Felt sterilizing was an important task for good prognosis

Looked around the hospital
Dr Pong showed us around in the hospital because no case was coming for
surgery, unfortunately.
I am upset I couldn’t observe Dr Pon’s surgery.
Aug 14
(Sun)

Had conversation with Dr Pong about reconstruction of the urinal tract.
It was hard to explain and I could not tell the whole thing correctly so I’d
like to improve my skill before I see Dr Pong again
Dr Consac took us all the way to our dorm, could not thank him enough for
his kindness
Regardless of the bombing, I had a great time in HuaHin, and would like
to come back again sometime.
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Anesthesia
Aug 15
（Mon）

Had difficulty for SOAP form because of lack of knowledge.
ER cases was difficult to write soap because they had no data before case
coming.

Anesthesia
Aug 16
(Tue)

We had to prepare for presentation but we also had extra practice, so did
not have enough time for thinking and discussing.
Extra practice was very exciting!

Anesthesia
Aug 17
(Wed)

Presentation day. Couldn’t wake up early.
I had a severe stomach ache so I couldn’t concentrate on the presentation,
too bad. Joined extra practice, abdominal wall rupture.

Anesthesia
Aug 18
(Thu)

Tried epidural nerve block, but couldn’t succeed.
Had only few case in the afternoon, because teacher had conference.
Joined extra practice, but did nothing.

Anesthesia
Aug 19
(Fri)

Aug 20
(Sat)

Aug 21
(Sun)

Did anesthesia of Thai Ridgeback. Almost panic because the dog was very
nervous and ready to bite anyone.
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Soft tissue
Aug 22
（Mon）

Did assistant for cryptorchidism. Procedure finished very fast.
Saw new procedure for reduction of perineal hernia.
Too tired to do anything

Soft tissue
Aug 23
(Tue)

Splenectomy in the morning, did not know the name of the vessel.
Ms Benjan taught me very well.
Mastectomy in the afternoon, prepared for presentation. I was tired, so I
couldn’t prepare well, regret so much…
Soft tissue
Presentation in morning. Very nervous and all the script just slipped away.

Aug 24

Afternoon, I had opportunity to do castration! It was very different to

(Wed)

actually doing it by yourself than just observing or do assistant. I heard
our senior had more opportunity to do surgery and I wish I could do more,
too.
Soft tissue
Saw marsupialization

Aug 25

I was upset for my bad assistant ability

(Thu)
Soft tissue
Aug 26
(Fri)

My case didn’t come
SO SAD to say goodbye to everyone.. students and teachers took grate care
of us
THANK YOU SOOO MUCH

Aug 27
(Sat)

Aug 28
(Sun)
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Poultry unit
Lecture in the morning, visiting duck farm in the afternoon. It was very
Aug 29
(Mon)

good to have lecture before visiting because I could understand and ask
more question to the farmers. It was better if I could have any handouts
for every class, since it was the first time I ever heard about ducks. It was
very interesting to learn about ducks.
We couldn’t completely understand about the evaluation method, it could
be better if we had handout too.
Poultry unit

Aug 30
(Tue)

Hatchery visiting in the morning. Although checking the unhatched eggs
were very interesting, it was best not doing more than 300 eggs. After
hatchery we had free time to prepare for our reports.

Poultry unit
Aug 31
(Wed)

Necropsy of chicken. It was the first time for me to necropsy a chicken so
it was difficult to make an effective cut. We didn’t know the detail of
presentation until this day.

Aquatic unit
Visiting shrimp farm. The weather was very nice in the morning and it
Sept 1

was comfortable observing outdoor pools for large shrimp. In the nursery,

(Thu)

all the young shrimps were sold out the day before so we couldn’t see hoe
to manage the small shrimps. We collected the leftover one and took back
to the lab.
Aquatic unit

Sept 2
(Fri)

Had brief lecture of fish management, especially ornamental fish.
Afternoon, practice of fish surgery, It was very interesting incising and
suturing animal with scales.

Went to chinese traditional market, nakon pathon
Sept 3
（Sat）
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Sept 4
(Sun)

Aquatic unit
Crayfish farm, guppy farm, fighting fish farm, exotic fish exporting shop.
It was easy to check the quality of water because we had a chance to
Sept 5

practice in the shrimp farm. The exporting company was run by young men

(Mon)

and was like a venture company. In my opinion the demand of the
ornamental fish will rise in the future. So the quarantine of the fish and
management will be the point of economy growth. Also we should prevent
the specie from extinction.
Swine unit

Sept 6

We had theme to work on.

(Tue)

Swine unit
Sept 7
(Wed)

Lecture for one-day long
The theme was interesting. I understood I knew nothing about swine
disease

Swine unit
Necropsy
Sept 8

I had opportunity to take close look to abnormal piglet’s lungs. I learned a

(Thu)

lot about bacterial infected lung and bacterial infected lung. We made a
small presentation for PRDC in the afternoon. I could learn more while
preparing presentation with everyone than preparing on my own.
Presentation day

Sept 9
(Fri)

I couldn’t prepare the script for the presentation so I didn’t come up with
the proper word during presentation which made it difficult to understood.
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Went Kanchanaburii
Sept 10

waterfall

(Sat)

Kwai rever
Sept 11
(Sun)

Elephant unit
Went to the jungle. Riding on the back of the truck was so fun. Saw many
Sept 12

elephants in the forest. Could be better if we were more informed about

（Mon）

going to the jungle. Had no idea what we were doing and was so tired.
We were late for welcome party, and was too exhausted too. I am sorry to
Hokkaido students that I was too shy and stink.
Elephant unit
Lecture about elephant in the morning. Watched two videos about

Sept 13
(Tue)

elephants and one for deer and bankew. We had a long free time so I went
to see the elephant. Afternoon, we counted semen of elephant.
In the evening we had extra practice in small animal hospital and I went
to OPD and saw some cases. Few cases were new and it made me think
more of how to test and diagnose.
Elephant surgery.
I would like to thank to Dr Ponchai for arranging the schedule and made
the opportunity to observe the elephant surgery. It was so different from
small animal, especially in the drug management for pre and postoperative. Elephants were sometime very tolerant but sometime very

Sept 14

strong. We went to a private zoo in the afternoon and observed how to

(Wed)

anesthetize a tiger and a leopard. In wild animal, since you cannot do any
exam without anesthetizing, the hard point is not just treatment but also
choosing the drug and deciding the dose which requires many knowledge
and experience and confident. Dr Ben showed how wildlife vets should
behave. Evening, we met 4th year Thai students. I wish they would come
to Japan later.
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Monkey unit
Visited Lopbri for monkey survey. It was very hard for me to wake up so
Sept 15

early in the morning. The van was late. Very difficult to sleep in too. At the

(Thu)

mountain, we were explained how they were planning to live together with
the monkeys. In the city area, we saw many monkeys and they sometime
bite me. We could have more lecture before.
How to diagnosis exotic unit lecture was in the morning. First I didn’t
understand the point of the lecture but in the end, I kind of had an image
of the attitude we should have especially when we have an exotic pet in

Sept 16
(Fri)

front of us. I thought this was not only for exotics but for small animal as
well.
In the afternoon, we went to the raptor unit. For wild raptors, they
immigrate to japan so some of the patients were familiar to me. I was
interested.
Bangkok

Sept 17
(Sat)

Bangkok
Sept 18
(Sun)

Bovine unit at noghnpoh
Sept 19
(Mon)

Was not so far from KPS. After arrival, we had brief explanation about our
week and we were separated into three groups. I was in the first group so
we could see few cases but the rest of us were waiting half an day for an
case. I thought we didn’t have to leave the dorm so early.
Farm visiting
Teacher let us do many rectal palpation but she was too busy explaining to

Sept 20
(Tue)

us. We had many farm visiting case this day. Second day of market meal
didn’t taste good at all. Since I do not have much knowledge of dairy cow
in Thai, it was hard to predict or understand what kind of treatment the
doctor was giving to the cow. I was too tired to take a shower and it was
painful in the morning with cold water.
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Farm visiting
Sept 21
(Wed)

We had Dr Wandee with us and she explained a lot. We went near
kanchanaburee so we didn’t see much cases and mostly on the car but it
was not a problem for me. At night time they had a big market but I didn’t
have enough time to enjoy it.
Farm visiting

Sept 22
(Thu)

Teacher explained us about blood parasite. We couldn’t do much palpation
and we mainly observed. I didn’t feel well and couldn’t join rest of us
preparing for the presentation.

Presentation day
Finished preparing in the morning and had presentation in the afternoon.
Sept 23
(Fri)

We should have had a lecture, just one time is enough, and I don’t think
this stay should be this long because most of the time we were just sitting
or observing and the teachers looked so busy.
I was expecting for an opportunity to watch surgery but none of the cases
needed any surgical treatment. It was a painful week for me.
amphawa

Sept 24
(Sat)

nakonpathon
Sept 25
(Sun)

Farm visiting
Sept 26
（Mon）

Visit nine farms. Mastitis, hoof trimming, retained placenta was found.
We didn’t do rectal palpation because there weren’t much cases. Most of
them were follow-up cases. It was hard for me to keep up because there
were so many similar cases.
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Visiting Farms
We were expecting for new cases but most of them were just follow-up from
Sept 27
(Tue)

yesterday. I regret I didn’t take more detailed memo for them.
Some of them we didn’t do general exam yesterday so it was hard to
compare. We finished early and did case presentation. I presented about
case of BEF which was quite hard to explain.
Stay in Hospital
Watched treatment for urachal remnant. After, Nui sensei taught us about

Sept 28
(Wed)

hormone balance during pregnancy, and about rumen acidosis. I didn’t
have complete knowledge about rumen acidosis so it was very interesting,
and made me understand more clearly. In the afternoon, I studied by
myself about cow reproduction. I went to DrNui again, to ask about ketosis.
Visiting Farm

Sept 29
(Thu)

I had to choose from today’s case for presentation on Friday, but actually
we didn’t have new case. Dr Mit had case for surgery so I decided to do
presentation for it. The case was quite complicated, because the cause of
the obstruction was very rare.
Presentation
I should have discussed more with my buddy because there was a little

Sept 30

difference in our understanding, which caused confusion when we

(Fri)

answered some questions. Overall, since our case was very complicated
and the theme was hard to explain in English, I think we did the best for
our presentation.
pattaya

Oct 1
(Sat)

pattaya
Oct 2
(Sun)
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Data Analysis
We didn’t have any data, and were told to search for problems which should
Oct 3
（Mon）

occur in dairy farms, but we had no idea for it and was very hard to search.
I noticed I wasn’t very good in data analysis.
We had lecture from DrTheera, for infectious disease and was very
profitable.
Data analysis

Oct 4
(Tue)

We still didn’t have data. We went to the demonstration farm which was
quite far and hard to go, in the afternoon. I was too tired asking anything
to the clinician. It was also exhausting going back from the demonstration
farm.
Demonstration farm

Oct 5
(Wed)

In the morning, we did data analysis. But I didn’t understand well. In the
afternoon, we had chance to practice with the beef cows which was so
aggressive, I’ve never seen a cow such aggressive. After, we went to night
market, for our last time. It was same as usual.
Demonstration farm
We did rectal palpation with doctor Anuchai. I kind of got a clue how to

Oct 6

grab the ovary. The cow was very nice and let me palpate as much as I

(Thu)

want. However, I couldn’t figure out whether if its pregnant or not.
In the afternoon, We did presentation for the data. But the electricity was
out. Also, the teacher was upset with our results.
Oral Exam
It was horrible! I had no idea what to study and I couldn’t prepare for
anything. I hardly could not answer my teacher’s questions and made him

Oct 7

so upset.

(Fri)

In the afternoon we had review- presentation and had farewell party in
the evening. I would like to thank everybody for helping us studying in
Thai, and for giving me a special opportunity for everything I did in
Thailand.
Leaving for japan

Oct 8
(Sat)
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Oct 9
(Sun)

